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On the Ranges of Two Functions of 
Positive Definite Matrices 
P. STEIN 
In this paper we find the ranges of N -‘- C*HC ind HA -I- A*H, where ii 
is a positive definite Hermitian matrix, C is a convergent matrix, and A a 
stable matrix. 
I. I f  H is a Hermitian matrix, we write N ~37 if 13 is positive definite, 
Ff ET,?’ if N has no negative characteristic roots, H EX if H is negative 
definite and H E..K’ if H has no positive characteristic roots. 
Let .z? be the set of Hermitian matrices and V be the set of convergent 
matrices. We define gl = (A4 j M = H - C*kNC, H ~l7, C E %‘I. 
THEOREM I. .!# = H - N’* 
We first show that if ME&“, then M F$ .A”‘. I f  M = H - C”HC E iv’, 
t-I ER‘ then (- JI) - C*(- N) C EIT’, Nut --- ITI F+? l7’, hence C” fir 0 and 
C q? ‘G’ (see Theorem 2 of [Z]). Therefore 9, C II --- ,/lr’. 
Our Theorem will thus be established if we show that if B is any Hermitian 
matrix with at least one positive characteristic root then there exists an 
H ~17 and a C with C” - 0 such that B = H - C*HC. 
There exists a unitary matrix U such that 
diag (k, , ..*, k, , - I, +a., -. I,) = U*BU 
where p ‘: 1, k, ‘> 0, lj ;> 0. lf there exists an Ii E~YI and C E V with 
diag (k, . a-., k, , --- I, , .*+, - I,) -= H - C*HC 
then 
B -. CN.!Y* - (lJCIJ*)* (UHU*) (UCli*) 
hence WC” need only prove our Theorem for such diagonal matrices. 
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2. Let 
HI = diag (A, h-, ...) jy--$ 1 
O<h<l. 
Let H, = (h,,,) be a real (q + 1) x (q + 1) Hermitian matrix and put 
H = H1 + H, . Let C = C, + Ca; where C, = XI,-, and C’s = AI*+, + E, 
and where E is the matrix with real elements q, .*., 01~ down the super 
diagonal and zeros elsewhere. We will show that we may choose A, 01~ , -.., 
aQ , H2 so that 
diag (k, , **a, k, , - I1 , -00, - I,) = H - C*HC 
with H ~17 and C E %F. 
3. We see immediately that Cn -+ 0 for 0 < h < 1 and 
H1 - C,*H,C, = diag (k, , **., k,J, (3.1) 
C,*H& = PH, + A(E*H2 + H,E) + E*HE. (3.2) 
If we set 0~s = h,,, = h,,. = 0 and substitute our definitions for H2 and E 
in (3.2) we obtain 
G*fW, = LLA (3.3) 
fm,n = 4hn--l,nsz-~ + h,,,-is-J + hnz--la--lam--la,+-l . (3.4) 
Hence if the following relations (3.5)-(3.7) are satisfied then 
diag (k, - I1 , **a, - I,) = H, - C*,H,C, 
h,, = k,/l - AZ, (3.5) 
m # 12. 
(1 - V hm,, = Wn--l,n”m--l + hm.n-s-d + hn--l,n-~,-~n-~ > (3.6) 
m > 1. 
(1 - h2) h,,, = 2&-l,ma,-1 t L-m-p:-~ - h-1 . 
Note. We may replace (3.5) by 




Hz - C,*H,C, = diag 1 - X2, - 11 ( 
giving h,, = 1 then 
&2H2-C2*(& j Hz C, = diag(k, , - 1, ..., - Z,J 
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if we choose X,oc, , 
If the N, we obtain is 
positive definite. 
..., ap then (3.59, (3.61, (3.7) determine N, = (h,,SR). 
positive definite then we are finished, as ici, is clearly 
4. Let us consider the (q + 1) x (q + 1) matrixLA = (tm,J, defined by 
1x1 = 1, (4.1) 
(I - P) Em,, = ~(Ll,?% i-- C.n-1) -I- L,n-1 , (4.2) 
with Im,@ = &, = 0. 
LEMMA. There exists A,, with 0 <, A, < 1 such that L,, is positive &J&e fou 
0 < h < A,. 
Proof. Since L, = I,, I and since the characteristic roots of LA are con- 
tinuous functions of the I,,,,, which are continuous functions ofh we see that LA 
is positive definite for 0 < h < A, for some small A,) , (Note that L,, remains 
symmetric as we vary A.) 
We will now choose CX~, ..., 01~ as functions of some number 0 with 
0 < 8 < 1 and will restrict X to 0 <: h < A, . If Znlel =- 0 then let n,+ = 1. 
If l,R-I f 0, CX,,“~ = t~,~~l/5hw,-l,nr-l. By (3.5’), (3.6), (3.7) and our method 
of choosing aI , *.fl a+, we see that hnz...l,n,-l > 0 all m > I. 
If we develop h,,,, in terms of h,, we get a number of terms each of which 
is a product of q *. . ~l,+~~i~ . . * 01~+~ times. a factor depending on h, 8, m, and n. 
Let & = ft,,!,lJ where h,,,z = trrL,n~l .a. CQ+.~CX~ ..I itl.,,-l . The elements of 
r8 satisfy: 
t,, z: 1 
m f 91, 
(1 -” h2) t,,92 = q&P,,, 4- &,,l-1) -I- L-l,n-l 
??z > I, 
(1 - X2) L, = 2k+,,m “r (I - 5) L-l,,-1 if L-l f 0 
(1 -- h2f Gwxl = 2&m-l,,, -i %Fm?P4 if I,-1 = 0. 
H, is positive definite if TB is positive definite. The elements of TB are 
continuous functions of b’ and Em,,, 2’, -A,+ which is positive definite by 
the lemma, hence there is a 0, , 0 < 8, < 1, such that for 0 < B < 8s we 
have TB is positive definite. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
5. Let 9’ be the set of stable matrices. WC define 
w,=(iw~M==HA -+-A*N,Nsn;AESp). 
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THEOREM 2. SY2 = SP -II’. 
We follow Taussky [I]. I f  A is stable so is A*. Let A* = (C + 1)-l (C - I), 
then C” -+ 0. Let M = HA + A*H, H El7 then 
H(C* -I) (C” + I)-’ + (C +1)-l (C -I) H = M, 
giving 2(CHC* - H) = (C + I) M(C* + 1). Therefore, by Theorem 1, 
- (C + I) M(C* + I) ranges over 2 - JV’, hence (C + I) M(C* + I) 
ranges over .Z -II’. This establishes S2 = s@’ -II’. 
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